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Lab 3: Structured Query Language (SQL)   

We know how to use command line, and GUI console to manipulate the database, load the data, 

and back-up and restore the data (Lab 1 and Lab 2). Now it is time to do some serious businesses 

with our data in a database. This lab is designed and developed based on the data and examples 

from chapter 3 in Prof. Shekhar's book. 

Objective 

The goal for you to take away from this lab is simple and forward: 

 Conquer and master SQL 
 

Lab Data and Scripts 

Please download the data and scripts (Lab4.zip) in the Lab section at Learn@UW system. If you 

are using Windows, put it under “C:\lab4” (if you do not have a “C:\lab4” folder, please create 

one). Unzip the data, and review them.  
 

1. Database Preparation 
 

Create a database with any name you preferred (e.g., lab4). To create a table named “country” in 

your database and load data (country records) into this table, run SQL statements stored in file 

“C:/lab4/country.sql”. To run this sql file, you can either directly open “country.sql”, then copy, 

paste, and execute the SQL statements in pgAdmin III SQL console (Lab 1) as below: 
 

 

Or you can run “psql -U postgres -f country.sql lab4”command in command line console (Lab 2):  
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2. SQL Queries 
 

Now write SQL queries for the queries listed in following subsections. Please run and test your 

queries in the pgAdmin III console or psql shell command to make sure there is no syntax error. 

Please submit all the written SQL statements in a single .txt file to Dropbox at Learn@UW. 

2.1: Simple Selection (11 pts) 

1). List countries (including all columns) from rows where name contains 'Ocean'. (1 pts) 

2). List countries (including all columns) from rows where area is zero. (1 pts) 

3). List names of all regions (with no duplicates). (3 pts) 

 Hint: keyword DISTINCT. 

4). List names and population of populous (population over 10 million) countries. (3 pts) 

5). List name, population, region of populous (population over 10 million) European and 

Asian countries. (3 pts) 

 Hint: you can use either logical operator “Or”, or keyword “IN”, to make sure your 

result set include both European and Asian. 

2.2: Summarization and Aggregation (15 pts) 

1). List name, area for countries with area between 0.5 million sq. km. and 1 million sq. km. 

(the unit for “area” column is sq. km.) How many countries are there?  (2 pts)  

Hint: use either logical operator  AND or keyword BETWEEN…AND. 
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2). List number of countries, total area, and average area per country for all regions of the 

world. (3 pts) 

3). Select regions which have at least 5 countries with population over 10 million. (3 pts) 

4). List population, GDP, population density for countries of the world in order of GDP. (3 

pts)   

Hint: population density is equal to population/area (area not equal to 0). 

5). Get the average population, average GDP, and average population density for regions 

with average population over 10 million of the world in descending order of average 

GDP. (4 pts) 

Hint: use all 6 clauses to create this query statement. 

2.3: Nested Queries (12 pts) 

1). Find names of countries with GDP more than the total GDP of Africa. (4 pts) 

2). Find the region with largest GDP. Do not use MAX. You will need SUM to compute 

region totals. (4 pts)  

Hint: keyword ALL 

Refer: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms187074(v=sql.105).aspx 

3). Find the countries in Asia with population larger than the largest population of North 

American countries.  (4 pts) 

2.4: Insert, Update and Delete (12 pts) 

1). Examine the rows with non-zero area but zero gdp and population. Delete these rows 

assuming these do not constitute countries. (1 pts) 

2). Determine the region for Mauritius. Update region for Mauritius to be Africa. (1 pts) 

3). Update GDP of United States to reflect 5 percent increase per year since 1995 (The data 

in the table was collected for countries in 1995). (3 pts) 

 Hint: you can use power mathematics function, it is can be used as POWER(a, b), which 

means a is raised to the power of b. For example: POWER(3, 2) = 9. For more 

mathematic function that are supported in SQL, please refer to: 

http://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.3/static/functions-math.html. 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms187074(v=sql.105).aspx
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.3/static/functions-math.html
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4). Hong Kong merged with China in 1997. Add the population, area, gdp of Hong Kong to 

China. Delete Hong Kong. (3 pts) 

 Hint: To update multiple columns with value from other tables, you can use do something 

like this: 

UPDATE table1  

SET col1 = othertable.col1, 

    col2 = othertable.col2  

   FROM othertable  

[WHERE table1.col3 = XXX]; 

5). Insert a new country, Korea in Asia region. Its area, population and gdp are sum of each 

in two countries, 'Korea, North' and 'Korea, South'. Delete 'Korea, North' and 'Korea, 

South' countries. (4 pts) 

Hint: to insert this new row to the country table, you may write and run two SQL 

statements:  

1) First insert only name and region first.  

2) Then update the gdp, population and area of this new row with the values that you 

calculate the sum of the gdp, population, and area of Korean North and South. 

 


